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Saskia is Top Notch
Linda Fairbrother finds out more about the 23 year old Dutchwoman who now has her name on the
Honours board after winning the US Ladies Open
Linda: When did you first pick up a Real Tennis racket?
Saskia: At the same time as I picked up a Lawn Tennis racket – about seven
years old.
L: But there are no RT courts in the Netherlands!
S: My father Theo is a tennis fanatic, and our house is a jumble of tennis books
and pictures collected over the years. He discovered in his research that Real
Tennis still existed, and organised a trip to Seacourt and then he was hooked.
Since then, every year my family have come to the UK to play for one intensive
week along with friends. My father also founded the Dutch Real Tennis
Association, which tours the UK once a year to play matches. So I grew up with
both sorts of tennis.
L: How good were you as a Junior Lawn Tennis player?
S: I was OK at a regional level, but not a top Junior. So it wasn’t difficult to
decide to concentrate more on RT.
L: When did that happen?
S: Around 16, I played in the LRTA Under21 Girls tournament, and enjoyed it so
much that I decided I wanted to be more serious. But the idea had already
been planted in my head when I was about 12: Chris Ronaldson at Radley gave
me such encouragement and even said: “You could be the next World
Champion!” I’m pretty sure I wasn’t the only girl he was saying that to! But it
was certainly great motivation.

Saskia Bollerman
(Photograph Patricia Gallagher)

L: What do you think was your breakthrough?
S: Definitely going to Melbourne after I’d finished my Biology degree. I spent six months there as an intern, on court three to
four hours a day. By the time I came home, I’d dropped my handicap from high 40s to high 20s. Then in 2016, I played my
first Open in France, then the Australian, when I was lucky enough to be playing Doubles with Claire Fahey. And now of
course I have just won my first Singles title, in the USA, which was so rewarding.
L: What do you most enjoy about the game?
S: There are so many options, it’s so intriguing. Every time on court I learn something different, whatever the standard of my
opponent. Even practising is fun – there are so many different ways in RT to put the ball in a particular spot. Also there’s a
great community – wherever you go there’s a welcome, and of course in the major tournaments a good group of friends, so
every competition is fun.
L: Did you have big ambitions to get into the top ranks, or did it just gradually happen?
S: It gradually happened, but of course I’ve worked hard too. I’d like to get my handicap down into the 10s if I can, and my
recent results have given me a lot of confidence.
Linda: Tell me about your plans for the future.
Saskia: I’m just finishing my MA in Biology Conservation, so now I can concentrate again on tennis. I’ll be starting another
internship at the end of February at Radley, doing two weeks out of every four for six months. But I
don’t know yet whether RT will be my career, or biology, or something else entirely. For now I just www.lrta.org.uk
enjoy playing as well as I can, and we’ll see what happens.

STOP PRESS……..STOP PRESS
Congratulations to Claire Fahey on winning the Ladies Australian Open Singles
title beating Saskia Bollerman 6-1, 6-0.
Congratulations to Claire Fahey and Saskia Bollerman on winning the Ladies
Australian Open Doubles title beating Jess Garside and Irina Dulbish 6-0, 6-2.
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US Ladies Court Tennis Open 2017
Held at Tuxedo - November 10th - 12th
A new name is on the Honours Board of Ladies Tennis. After a good run in the
World Championships, Saskia Bollerman won the US Open Singles and Doubles
titles. She commented: “I am so happy to win my first Singles title, especially as
the first Dutch person to do that!”
Claire Fahey and Sarah Vigrass did not play in this tournament, so Saskia was top
seed, but she still faced potentially doughty opposition from the other three
seeds: Tara Lumley (2), Australian Xanthe Ranger (3), and Izzy Candy (4). Fifteen
players competed in the Singles; seven pairs in the Doubles. Saskia was nervous
facing Izzy in the semi-final: “I knew Izzy had been playing great tennis and
definitely improving fast”. It was a very close first set, but she steadied up to win,
6/3 6/1. “The best and most enjoyable match I have played”, said Izzy.
In the Final against Tara, (who in the semis came through comfortably against
Xanthe 6/0 6/1), the first set was extremely close, with Saskia just hanging on to
take it 6/5. The second set was still gamely fought by Tara, but Saskia by then
had settled into her strokes, sealing an excellent match and the Singles title, 6/5
6/1.

Izzy Candy, Tara Lumley,
Greg Van Schaack, Saskia Bollerman,
and Xanthe Ranger

Saskia and Tara paired up in the Doubles, as number 1 seeds, playing Xanthe and Izzy in the final. The number 2 seeds were
completely outplayed in the first set, but the second set was another matter. Shot of the match was a fantastic dive by Izzy to
save match point, ending up flat on the floor but hitting a winner in the process. Saskia and Tara won the title 6/0 6/3, with
Tara elated to win her second Open Doubles title: ”Hopefully many more to come!”
The hospitality of Tuxedo: ”Second to none”, says Tara, thanking everyone for the welcoming hospitality: “It’s what keeps us
coming back time and time again.”
Also of note, the youngsters coming through: particularly outstanding was 14 year old Nieve Monderer who reached the Plate
final. Another good performance was on show from Sophie Dannreuther, who came through every round to eventually be
beaten by Tara in the quarter- finals.
Report by Linda Fairbrother, with the help of Saskia, Tara, and Izzy

Ladies French Open 2017
Held at Jeu de Paume Club, Paris - Sept 27th - Oct 1st
The first Open event of the season at Paris always promises some surprises.
With a strong entry, all 8 players were eager to get on court.
Kicking off the tournament was Saskia Bollerman v. Lea Van Der Zwalmen
(the Ladies World Rackets Champion in her first major RT tournament). The
first set was nip and tuck all the way but ultimately, Saskia’s experience
and shot selection won through to win it, 6/4, 6/3.
The other three quarter-finals also went with the seedings. Claire Fahey
dominated Alex Garside, not allowing her a game. Tara Lumley got off to a
great start against Izzy Candy, to 5/0, and though Izzy clawed back 3
games, Tara won the first set 6/3, and then relentlessly served and retrieved to win a fierce second, 6/2.
The last quarter-final saw Penny Lumley battle against Jess Garside. Penny
rocketed off to a great 6/0 start. However, Jess won the first game of the
second set, and then found excellent length on the Paris court (almost unheard of!). 4/3 in the 2nd set to Jess, with game point to make it 5/3. But
Penny, superb in delivering under pressure, saved and closed out 6/4 – an
excellent match!

Claire Fahey

(photo P Gallagher)

The first singles semi-final was Claire v Tara. Claire had not yet lost a game
in the tournament so Tara’s goal was clear. Tara fought superbly to win
two games, with excellent returns and retrieving well from her backhand
corner, but Claire dominated to win 6/1 6/1.
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French Open cont.
The other semi-final between Saskia and Penny
was a lot closer. Saskia shot out of the blocks to
a 5/0 lead. Then Penny upped her game to win
5 games in a row – 5 all. But Saskia deployed all
her strength and power to scrape the first set
6/5. In the second, Saskia snuck ahead to a 3/2
lead and managed to re-find her rhythm. After
this, there was no real opening for Penny to get
back, and Saskia was into her first Open Final,
6/5 6/2.
The final saw Claire off to a good start. Then
some loose railroads allowed Saskia into the
match to win a game 2/1. Claire accelerated,
forcing some errors from Saskia leading to a 6/1
first set lead for Claire. Saskia answered back
and led the 1st game of the second set 40-0. But
Claire wouldn’t give it to her and managed to
extend her lead to 5/0. A late comeback from
Saskia allowed her to steal 2 games. Claire then
closed it out and won the Singles title – adding
another one to her growing list.
Fahey/Bollerman v A Garside/Candy was the
first Doubles semi final. A good start by A
Garside/Candy but Bollerman/Fahey eased
through to the final 6/0 6/0.

Lea Van Der Zwalmen, Jess Garside,
Saskia Bollerman and Claire Fahey
(Photo Izzy Candy)

The other semi final was a lot closer. A major upset saw Zwalmen/ J Garside knock out the Lumley number 2 seeds 3/6 6/3 6/3,
with the Lumley team struggling with the bouncy Paris court. The Zwalmen/ J Garside combination did some great retrieving to
make the Final. Once there, however, Zwalmen/ J Garside were unable to make any headway against Bollerman/Fahey, who
won the Doubles title comfortably, 6/0 6/0.
A great tournament all round, both competitively and socially, combined with the opportunity to watch some world-class tennis
from the men.
Report by Tara Lumley

News of the LRTA International Invitation Tournament
to be held 5th-6th May 2018 at Petworth
The LRTA’s ‘International’ celebrates 20 years and its 11th tournament in May. Established
in 1998, the brainchild of Sheila Macintosh, top players play each other in years when
there is no World Championship. Come and enjoy at the newly extended Petworth Club!
The top players worldwide are invited to play and the top eight of those available will
meet for a weekend of tiptop tennis, and we hope that some up-and-coming younger
players will be in contention. Past winners include Penny Lumley, who won the first four
Internationals, Sarah Vigrass and Claire Fahey. Claire (who won in 2016, just a couple of
weeks after baby Sophie’s arrival) will defend her title, which would take her tally to three,
so not far behind Penny!
This year, the International will be held at Petworth, where extension works (currently being completed) will greatly improve
the club facilities. For those who don’t know Petworth itself, it’s a delightful historic market town, with tempting shops as well
as the cultural interest of Petworth House (National Trust).
The LRTA is delighted that Rathbones is sponsoring the 2018 International: their contribution is much appreciated.
There will be more information about the tournament on the website, etc. nearer the
time. So potential players and spectators, please put the date in your diary; you wouldn’t want to miss it…
Lucy Hutchinson
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LRTA British Ladies Ladies Handicap Tournament 2017
Held at The Oratory and Hardwick House, November 3rd-5th.
Supported by an Anonymous Donor
A smaller number than usual took part this year in the British Ladies Handicap. Which meant that for those who came, there
was all the more to play for (hope springs eternal). Some of the matches were brutally short, but as always played fiercely in a
great spirit of friendliness and fun.
Katy Weston the organiser did a great job of last-minute re-organisations, with trouble with illness, flat tyres and missing
players. This led to a happy situation on Sunday at Hardwick, when marker Adam Phillips became an honorary Lady (without
skirt), to partner our farthest-flung entrant, Frenchwoman Audrey Perie.
Division 1 Singles (59-)
There was a cracking start to the tournament with Group A’s Pam Tomalin against
Georgiana Seigneur with a fine clawback by Georgiana from 5/2. Pam kept her
focus, however, with cunning loopy shots, winning 8/4. The next two matches in
the group were just as fiercely fought, and now time was moving on. So people
were wondering where Group B’s Carolyn Armstrong-Smith might be. While the
first match of her Group was turning into a tight tussle, a phone call from Carolyn
explained that she had a flat tyre and was still only a few miles from her Sussex
home. Finally she got on court, only three hours late!
In the final Group (C) with four players, each match was just to six games. The
Highlight was the match between Gabrielle Smart-Fourquet and Linda Fairbrother,
where all but one game went to 40 all. At 5 all, and then 40 all, the final point was
won by Gabrielle.
The winner and runner-up of each group went through to the knock-out stage in a
rather complicated format to get two finalists from six players. Katie Leppard
(winner A) against Gabrielle Smart-Fourquet (Runner-up C) was a tight match,
with most games going to 40 all but eventually won by Katie, 6/4.

Divi 1 Singles Winner
Charlotte Barker

Felicity Sargent met Pam in the next match, as close as could be. At 5/3, and 40/30 to Pam, she seemed home and dry. But
Felicity scrabbled it to 4/5, and then Pam lost the next game too, despite a dash to the right, a dash to the left, and then a
sprint to the net to hit the ball to the base of the tambour (from someone who claims to be immobile…). At 5 all, Felicity kept
her cool admirably to go through to the Final 6/5.
Katie Leppard then met Charlotte Barker to decide the other finalist. Charlotte had a helpful handicap, though her play was
also excellent, picking up even the best of Katie’s low railroad serves, and laying good chases. At 3 all, Charlotte moved ahead,
as Katie began to make a few errors, possibly through over-thinking where to put the shots. Charlotte through, 6/3. Lucy
Hutchinson, however, took credit for the win, as she had provided a new LRTA shirt to Charlotte just before the start, which
obviously did the trick!
In the Final, two of the younger players squared up – Felicity Sargent against Charlotte Barker (receiving 15). This was a
fascinating match of two halves. Felicity romped ahead, and took less than five minutes to get to 4/1, with Charlotte stuck at
the Hazard end, and only allowed about two points, never mind a game. Could the Final be over in less than ten minutes? But
Charlotte had other ideas, finally laid a chase, got to serve and win the next game, and the next and the next – 4/4. From then
on, Felicity looked slightly less dynamic and even a Winning Gallery shot to give her 40/30 in the next game could not save her.
Charlotte showed great grit to win the Singles Final, 6/4.
Division 1 Doubles (60.2-)
Six pairs played in the Doubles competition with handicaps ranging from 48.7 to 60.2 and
some great matches. But interestingly, by the Final, the two highest handicap pairs were up
against each other. The Prested pair, Annabel Wyatt and Elaine Wright, continued their
previous form with stonking open-shoulder hits at any available ball, making it hard for
opponents Charlotte Barker and Amanda Murphy to get into contention. Annabel was not
just a solid wall impossible to get past, but also created the occasional ‘unfair’ winning shot
too, like one shot from the forehand service side, which bounced mid-court and gracefully
flew into the Winning Gallery. Enough to take the stuffing out of any opponents, and though
Charlotte and Amanda kept fighting, they couldn’t get the points. At 5/3, Elaine found the
dedans, Annabel attacked a Better than Last chase with a high bouncer that won the chase,
and the match, 6/3.
Elaine Wright and Annabel Wyatt
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LRTA British Ladies Ladies Handicap Tournament 2017 cont.
Division 2 Singles (60+)
Ten players took part in the Division 2 Singles
tournament, playing mostly at Hardwick, starting off with
three Round Robins. The stand-out player was Rosie
Law, who won all three of her matches convincingly,
playing better than her handicap might suggest. There
were many impressive moments, especially the final
point of a very enjoyable match between Audrey Perie
from France and Sarah Sullivan. Sarah won in great style
by beating Chase 2. Group E had two very close matches,
with Abby Hayton unlucky in the crucial last game both
times.
In the Knock out stages, all played best of 6, Lucy Davies
went through against Elaine Wright with some
exceptional serving; and Di Wilson beat Diane Binnie with
Div2 Singles Finalists
Sarah Sullivan and Rosie Law
a good display of forcing to the dedans. In the semis, Lucy
met Rosie Law, who served beautifully, which with the huge handicap difference gave Lucy an uphill struggle, winning just one
game. In the second semi, Sarah Sullivan played Di Wilson in a match which started very level, with both playing excellent
shots. But Sarah then laid some superior chases, and played more solidly with commendable concentration, to win 6/3.
In the Division 2 Singles final, then, Sarah Sullivan met Rosie Law, who again had a useful handicap. It was a tight match going
to a final shoot-out at 5/5, 40all, both players alternating a mixture of defensive looping shots with strong flat ground strokes,
apparently at random. In the deciding game, Rosie serving, she rather nervously made two errors, but managed to keep Sarah
at bay to get to 40/15. Sarah kept her cool, and with a splendid cross-court shot and then a good serve, got things to 40/40
match point. A great length shot falling near the Hazard back wall gave Sarah the match, 6/5.
Division 2 Doubles (61+)
Unfortunately, two pairs had to drop out at the last minute, leaving
only five couples: working out the draw was complicated indeed,
involving doubling-up of partners, to reach the final stage.
The round robin between three pairs sorted out two couples – Rosie
Law and Di Wilson, who won both their matches with some solid
careful play; and Lucy Davies with Diane Binnie who came through a
close match against Geri Brooksbank and Abby Hayton, 6/5.
In the preliminary knock-out match, Sarah Sullivan and Carolyn
Armstrong-Smith then played Abby Hayton, who this time was
partnering Audrey Perie. Alas for Abby, once more on the losing
side. That left four couples in it for the semi-finals. Firstly, Rosie
and Di went through as a walk-over. while in the other semi, Lucy’s
brilliant serving and perfect length of shots was not enough to save
her and partner Diane from the teamwork of Sarah and Carolyn,
who won 6/2, to become the other finalists.
So in the Doubles Division 2 Finals, held Sunday afternoon at The
Oratory, Sarah Sullivan and Carolyn Armstrong-Smith met Rosie Law
and Di Wilson. There was good steady play from both pairs, with
the occasional brilliant shot down the side-wall emerging from everyone. Of the four, Carolyn was the most menacing, but
generally it was a matter of who first made an error, rather than who made a killer shot. Then Di and Rosie tried to break the
deadlock by changing formation, to forward and back. This proved a mistake, as Carolyn and Sarah won the next game and
never looked in trouble after. In what turned out to be the final game, Sarah hit the ball into the Winning Gallery, and then at
40 all struck to the base of the tambour. It was all over, with the title to Carolyn Armstrong-Smith and Sarah Sullivan, 6/3.
Div2 Doubles Winners
Carolyn Armstrong-Smith and Sarah Sullivan

Our grateful thanks to The Oratory and Hardwick clubs for hosting the tournament, and to Marc Seigneur and Adam Phillips
for their marking throughout. Also thanks for the Saturday night dinner, and to Katy Weston who, as usual, ran a super
event calmly and coolly, with the help of Lucy Hutchinson.
Report by Linda Fairbrother, with the help of notes from Geri Brooksbank for Division 2 at Hardwick, and from Lucy Hutchinson
for Division 1 at The Oratory. Photographs Linda Fairbrother.
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LRTA High/Low Handicap Doubles 2017
Held at Newmarket on 8th and 9th September

A select band of ladies from 16 to 77 (age, not handicap) gathered at hospitable Newmarket for some ferociously fought
tennis. The cunning handicapping drew out lengthy matches to a clinching game; and four out of seven teams had equal total
scores of 30 games. As usual, we all had great fun.
Comments on the round robins included: “brilliant’”; “frustrating”; “tricky”, “well-matched”, and of course, “fun”. And after a
delicious dinner on Saturday night, Sunday morning saw us still keen for more, as the best four teams moved on to the semis.
Unfortunately, Fiona Brown and Sarah McGivern had to pull out due to injury, and so Pam Tomalin, now fully recovered from
last year’s injury, with Gael Vigrass duly stepped in to take on Annabel Wyatt and Katy Weston. At 2/2, and fifteen chases, a
pensive Amy noted: “We’re going to be here for a while…” And indeed the 6/3 score did not reflect the closeness of the
match. Annabel and Katy combined power with strategy to take the victory, though Pam and Gael deployed skilful serves and
returns, eliciting a plaintive cry from Annabel: “I’ve run out of court!”
The second semi-final between the two Amys (Pye and Vigrass) and Lucy Davies with Hannah Lucey was memorable not only
for fine tennis , but also for the classic “YOU” bawled by Lucy to a scuttling Hannah, who crossed the entire width of the court
to end up flattened against the wall (missing the shot, of course). And that illustrated the match: Hannah retrieving, and Lucy
clinching wicked points on the tambour; just tilting the balance against gimlet returns from Amy Pye with stylish serving from
Amy Vigrass (what, another Vigrass?).
So title holder Hannah was back in the final, (this time with a partner almost 50 years her senior) against Annabel and Katy.
This time, strategy paid and Lucy and Hannah ruthlessly pummelled their way to victory.
Thanks due to Pam for organising, to Hazel Dunn who looked after us, and fed us so well, to Newmarket for hosting and to
Andrew Knibbs who flawlessly marked all matches. Also to Inkerman for the beautiful trophies.
Report by Gabrielle Smart-Fourquet, Photograph Tim Tomalin

Girls Under 21 Singles 2017
Held at Radley School on 25th November Sponsored by Beard Construction
We did not have as large an entry as in previous years due to unavoidable clashes with other sports fixtures, but had players
from six different clubs, welcoming some promising new faces, including our youngest competitor, ten year old Honor Vallat.
In Group 1, Arabella Spraggs won both her matches to win the group; with the final match for the runner-up place between
Marina Eastwood and Olivia Boulton going to a tight finish; Marina served extra well to win 7/6. In Group 2, Honor had to take
on Daisy Bristowe, clearly an accomplished lawn tennis player, and nearly five years older who out-gunned her 7/0. Daisy
went on to win with the same score against Eloise Flynn. Honor then did herself proud in the final match, going ahead 4/1.
But Eloise served her way up, to take the match, 7/4.
Alice Milton had a hard time in Group 3, giving away some large handicaps, made even worse by a bad cold. In the match between India Deakin and Maisie Ringer, to decide who would win the group, India, attacking every ball fearlessly, finishing up by
hitting the final shot most impressively into the grille, to win 7/3. Phoebe Day against Isolde (Issy) Taylor was an entertaining
opening match in Group 4. Phoebe moved well but had to give in to Issy’s tighter serve and tactical experience, losing 4/7.
Phoebe then played Jessica Medlow, who attacked the backhand corner very well, and won 7/2. Issy against Jess went game
for game till 5/5. Issy kept her cool, hit some very controlled returns of serve onto Jess’s backhand, and won 7/5.
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Girls Under 21 Singles cont.
In the quarter-finals, two games of particular interest were those between India
against Marina, and Eloise against Issy. In both cases, one player was giving a
large handicap to her opponent, but with differing results. India, having made
very few mistakes previously, played too many loose shots which she could ill
afford, given the handicap. Steady Marina raced away to a 6/0 victory. Issy was
also giving away a large handicap of 20 points, but she stayed level-headed,
struck the ball consistently and won through to the semi-final, 6/3. In the other
quarter-final, Daisy beat Jess 6/3; and Maisie just kept ahead of Arabella to win
6/4.
The first semi-final, Marina against Daisy, was always going to be a strong match.
Both players read the ball well, and like to attack and volley. At 4/3 down, Daisy
produced some stunning volleys to the tambour base, to level to 4/4; and again at
5/4 down, she found awesome volleys to make it 5/5. At this point, Daisy
executed a tight side-wall serve to steal the match at the final breath from
Marina, 6/5.
U21 Finalists

The second semi-final saw Maisie v. Issy. Issy served rather loosely at first,
allowing Maisie to go ahead 3/1, and though Issy steadied, Maisie extended her lead to 5/3. Then Issy started to retrieve
extremely well and aided by an unfortunate double fault by Maisie, it was suddenly 5/5 and 40/40. The final rally saw Issy
hitting an unreturnable shot to the tambour base to win 6/5.
So, to the final: best of 8 games between Issy and Daisy. There were some great rallies throughout this match. Daisy found it
easy to return Issy’s serve, and edged ahead to lead 3/1. Issy then took the next game to make it 3/2, but squandered
advantage points in the next, so was 4/2 down. Daisy then went on a roll with some ferocious forehands, great volleys and
good length serves with nearly a nick a game, to take the match 8/2. It was by no means a one-sided final, but it was definitely
Daisy’s day.
Our thanks to Radley College for allowing us to hold the tournament, and to Chris Ronaldson and Adam Phillips for their advice
and marking. We were very grateful to Beard Construction for the sponsorship, and to Mark Beard himself for coming and
presenting the prizes. And of course to Jill Newby and Alex Garside to organising it.
Report by Jill Newby

LRTA with Gentlemen Members’ Social Match
Held at Hardwick on 11th October 2017
Most of the usual suspects
gathered at Hardwick for the
annual mixed doubles showcasing our Gentlemen members, particularly honoured by
the presence of T & RA Chief
Executive Chris Davies, unfazed by being one of many
players who, at one point or
another during the day, masqueraded as someone else.
The main no-show Gentleman
was Boodle the dog – banished to Lucy Davies’ car, in case of an un-gentlemanly attack on the new sofas and paintwork.
Two groups of four pairs were organised, with the usual last-minute re-vamping of pairings to fit in difficult timings. This year,
Tim Tomalin had the wooden spoon of partnering a smorgasbord of females – except that it turned out to be a silver one.
Three different partners helped him to the Final play-off against Simon Constantine and Sarah McGivern. Tim – finally partnered by his true love Pam – played against the clock, with literally seconds left before the court had to be handed over to Club
players. With great cunning, Tim and Pam brought out their best shots to just scrape the final point of the fifth game as the
arriving players walked through the door. So, monogamy won the day: 3/2 to the Tomalins.
The usual warm hospitality and delicious lunch was enjoyed by all. Our thanks to the Hardwick committee, to Pam and Lucy for
the food, and Candida for the drinks. And of course to Sheila Macintosh for organising the whole enjoyable day with some
great tennis.
Report by Linda Fairbrother
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Brigands Peripatetic Tournament -30th September at Hardwick House
LRTA won this tournament for a record third time in a row, beating 11 other teams to do so…
Unfortunately Evie Fleming was unable to play this year because of a last minute injury, so Chris
Davies (boyfriend of Evie, not the T&RA Chief Executive) stepped in to partner Izzy Hunt in
defending the title. The Final’s score was 6/2, against the Old Tonbridgians. Congratulations to
the winning pair!

Death of Lottie Fullerton
It was with great sadness that we heard of the death in August of medical student Lottie Fullerton, in
a landslide in Nepal while trekking on holiday. Lottie was the winner of the 2015 Under 21 Handicap
Singles and was a member of the current LRTA Development Squad. We send our heartfelt condolences to her family and friends.

Maria Stokes OBE
Congratulations to Maria Stokes, a long-standing member, who plays at Seacourt. She was awarded an OBE in the
Queen's New Year honours list for her physiotherapy research.
ERRATA
Apologies are due for a wrong score given in last September’s Newsletter in the World Championship report. The Doubles
match result between Saskia Bollerman/Amanda Avedissian and Penny/Tara Lumley should have been 3/6, 6/4 6/0. Also we
failed to report a superb effort by Tara Lumley, winning 5 games off Claire Fahey in their match.

Match Results
LRTA v Radley on Saturday 30th September 2017

Lost 2/5

Chantelle Harding & Mary Joyner

beat

Maggie Gibbs & Christopher Edgington

8/0

Chantelle Harding & Rebecca Kashti

beat

Maggie Gibbs & Ian Craik

8/5

Katie Leppard

lost to

Marty Burn

1/8

Katie Leppard & Pam Tomalin

lost to

Marty Burn & Ed Hoskin

6/8

Mary Joyner (owe 15)

lost to

Christopher Edgington

3/8

Rebecca Kashti & Sarah McGivern

lost to

Ian Craik & Nick Hedges

2/8

Sarah McGivern & Pam Tomalin

lost to

Nick Hedges & Ed Hoskin (owe 15)

6/8

LRTA v MCC on Saturday 21st October 2017

Won 3/2

Freddy Adam & Irina Dublish

beat

Sam Leigh & Simon Martin

5/6, 6/3, 6/3

Alex Brodie & Isabel Candy

lost to

Paul Cattermull & Tony Friend

3/6, 6/2, 5/6

Eve Shenkman & Helen Frances Pilkington

beat

John Farrall & Clive Picton

6/4, 6/5

Tara Lumley & Penny Lumley

lost to

Nick Warner & Foreman Wickes

4/6, 3/6

Charlotte Barker & Candida Nicholls

beat

Peter Brunner & Alastair Robson

6/4, 4/6, 6/4

LRTA v Jesters on Saturday 28th October 2017
Katie Leppard & Lucy Davies

Won 3/2
lost to

Robert Dolman & Tony Billington

6/2, 6/5

(owe ½ 15 first set, owe 15 second set)
Alex Garside & Izzy Candy

beat

Jon Spiers & Nick Pellew

6/5, 6/2

Hattie Hamilton & Katie Leppard

beat

Johnnie Cook & James Ash

6/3, 6/5

Penny Lumley

lost to

Anthony Jenks

4/6, 6/2, 5/6

Jill Newby & Georgie Willis

beat

Andrew Falk & Michael Lingens

4/6, 6/3, 6/5

LRTA v Hardwick House on Saturday 18th November 2017

Draw 2/2

Fiona Fountain & Katie Leppard (owe ½ 15)

lost to

Vaughan Williams & TimTomalin (love)

4/6, 5/6

Sarah Whittaker & Sarah Backhouse (owe 15)

lost to

Pam Tomalin & Derek O'Sullivan (rec 15)

4/6, 2/6

Rosie Law & Di Wilson (rec 15)

beat

Peter Crerar & Maggie Gibbs (owe ½ 30)

6/4, 6/3

Katie Leppard & Candida Nicholls (owe 15)

beat

David Fox & Sarah McGivern (love)

4/6, 6/4, 6/4

